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Organizations using the UNTDED
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United Nations Trade Data Element Directory 
UNTDED - ISO 7372

➢An internationally accepted standard repository for the semantic of 
trade data elements used in international trade.

➢A method to describe information requirements from business 
perspective (a non-technical description of trade information).

➢The definition is syntax-neutral and provides the basis for automation 
of document for paperless trade.

➢Defining the data content in terms of the UNTDED makes different 
trade documents (each data element/field) become directly 
comparable, which helps identify duplication and reduce the number 
of documents to the strict minimum.
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UNTDED - ISO 7372 for trade simplification

➢Global trade takes places in multi-lingual environment,  touches many different 
legislations and involve many independent parties and uses multiple trade 
documents (in paper but in electronic formats as well)

UN/EDIFACT 1001 Document name code has almost 1000 codes for the different trade 
documents

➢UNTDED is an important standards for simplification of paper-based trade 
documents and the data model used for design of electronic trade documents

➢UNTDED links data elements to UNECE Layout Key (UNLK) that follow box design 
principle (grouping data into boxes that have box heading and data filed) and 
enhance reusability of data
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How does UNTDED work?

➢ Each UNTDED element consists of a data element tag
in the form of a four-digit number, a name (informative) 
and a description (definition).

➢ The data element may have a reference to a UN 
recommended code list.

➢ For document (or data subsets) alignment, the tag 
shall be used when defining a data set equivalent of a 
given trade document.

➢ The UNTDED contains additional fields such as 
dictionary entry name for core component libraries so 
as to integrate the requirements of electronic business 
and paperless trade.
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Importance of UNTDED Tag for trade 
simplification

The common definition of data in an aligned form using UNTDED allows 
the exchange of data between trade documents 

70% of all information in trade documents is shared
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UNTDED for trade processes simplification and 
sustainable green transformation  

➢ “Paperless trade” does not mean that “documents” is a bad word ➔ We still have 
to focus on “trade documents” and we have a need to define the data subsets that 
equivalent to a given document for legal purposes (e.g., eBL). This will accelerate 
going 100% paperless adoption. 

➢Beyond documents, increased collaborations and interactions are taking place 
among the different actors with the aim to achieve more visibility of the supply 
chains and support better decision-making processes resulting in redesigning the 
trade processes

➢We did work in UN/CEFACT on these concepts : digital twins, IoT, situational 
awareness (e.g., UN/CEFACT Data pipelines, UN/CEFACT Smart Containers, etc.)

➢ Increased work in UN/CEFACT focusing on green digitalization, sustainability and 
toward supporting ESG goals   
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UNTDED beyond trade documents to support 
ESG goals
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UNTDED Update the way forward

To review the current version of UNTDED

➢We need volunteers! 

➢We invite submission of Data Maintenance Requests 
(DMR) for consideration in the new version

➢We will plan regular calls and hybrid meetings when 
needed 

➢We need to aim for completeness and add all additional 
terms needed for trade documents and processes.

➢We need to align with the current version of UN/EDIFACT 
and UNCCL -> key input to the ISO7273/UNTDED
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What is your view? 
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Thank you 
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